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Surprisingly, patents are nowhere as central to the history of scientific instruments 
as they are to the history of technology.1 It will take much archival work to fill such 
an historiographical gap. My goal here is substantially more modest: to outline some 
patterns and chronological trends emerging from a comparison of printed patent 
rolls up to 1800 (which I am making available electronically) and other tactics used 
by instrument makers and designers to protect their businesses and authorship.2 My 
definition of instrument is capacious. I consider mathematical, optical, and philo-
sophical instruments, but also include evidence about clocks, calculating machines, 
globes, and maps.3 

Defining ‘patent’ and ‘inventor’ within the chronological and geographical 
boundaries of this study is, however, a more difficult matter. Not only are modern 
patents profoundly different from early modern privileges (which are nevertheless 
customarily referred to as “patents” in anglophone literature), but the role and 
form of privileges underwent changes in the 1500–1800 period discussed here. 
For simplicity’s sake, I use the terms ‘privilege’ and ‘patent’ interchangeably while 
also highlighting the differences between modern intellectual property and early 
modern privileges whenever relevant. I take a similarly pragmatic approach to the 
definition of inventor, which I equate to that of patent-holder while specifying, when 
important, whether that person was a designer or a producer, a maker or an investor, 
or whether inventorship was individual or multiple. Early modern mathematical 
and natural philosophical texts were usually assigned to one single author (whose 
shadow may have erased other technicians and contributors), but we will see that 
it was not uncommon for instrument patents to be shared by a group of inventors, 
each bringing different skills and resources. Multi-inventorship, it seems, predates 
multi-authorship.

A question informing much of this essay concerns what the use of patents and 
other forms of protection can tell us about the early instrument makers’ and design-
ers’ evolving markets, business practices, international mobility, relations with craft 
guilds, and changing sense of property in their instruments.4 A second question 
concerns the changing nature of the credit attached to instrument making and design. 
Instruments sit uneasily between the two main early modern systems of credit: one 
based on priority and publication (rewarded with symbolic, “philosophical” credit), 
and one based on the exchange of objects or labour for money. Many instruments 
were sold, but others — like Galileo’s telescope or Tycho’s apparatus — remained 
proprietary and often tightly guarded.5 They gained credit for their makers through 
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the production and publication of new claims, not sales. Patenting practices may tell 
us something about the specific conditions that placed instruments on either side of 
the divide between philosophical and financial credit, as well as about the conditions 
under which such divide could become permeable.

A study of the patenting of instruments also helps to revisit the long-standing 
discussion about openness and secrecy by questioning the association between these 
values and specific socio-professional groups in the early modern period. Huygens, 
Pascal, Smethwick, Bruce, Fatio de Duillier, Ramsden, Galileo, Short, Nairne, and 
Dollond — all of whom sought or obtained patents for instruments — cannot be 
made to fit one single socio-professional profile. Their backgrounds ranged from 
noble to lower-class and their disciplines from mathematics to theology. None of 
them had problems mixing the allegedly closed world of patents with membership 
in the allegedly open world of scientific academies.6 Nor did their institutions. The 
Royal Society took out a patent in 1664 under the name of Abraham Hill, its treasurer, 
listing several inventions including a pendulum clock “to bee used at Sea for exact 
measureing of tyme; towardes the finding of the longitude and knowing the true 
Course and place of A shipp”. Half of the revenue was to go to the Society and the 
rest to the members who had invented it: Edmund Bruce and Christiaan Huygens.7 
The much-debated blurring of academic and commercial values in today’s university, 
therefore, has such a long history that there does not seem to ever have been a time 
when openness and secrecy stood apart as clear and distinct values.8  

Early modern tools for the protection of inventions, books, prints, and music were 
remarkably different from those provided by modern patent and copyright law. There 
was, in fact, no intellectual property rights doctrine in seventeenth-century Europe, 
only so-called privileges. (The term ‘patent’ comes from the letter patent on which 
the privilege was made public.) Legally defined as expressions of the sovereign’s 
will, privileges came in a wide range of shapes. But despite the different applications 
and administrative frameworks that shaped them in different countries, all privileges 
shared one feature: they provided monopolies. The practice of granting privileges to 
inventors spread fast in early modern Europe. The Republic of Venice pioneered the 
systematic application of privileges to inventions and books from the late fifteenth 
century.9 It was soon followed by the Hapsburg and Spanish Empires, the Nether-
lands, and England.10 While the political fragmentation of German and Italian states 
makes it difficult to develop an overall picture of patenting in these countries, we 
know that they granted privileges for inventions quite early — 1421 in Florence.11 
Early modern Russia barely used privileges for inventions, while the complexity 
of the pre-Revolutionary French procedures for the protection of inventions defies 
simple generalizations.12

Privileges drew no legal distinction between what we now call “copyright” and 
“patent”. They covered the production and use of machines as well as the book trade. 
In time, these two kinds of privileges assumed different features, but those differ-
ences were of an administrative rather than legal nature. For example, a five-year 
privilege was granted in 1469 to John of Speyer, a German immigrant, for bringing 
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the printing press to Venice — a privilege that covered the whole printing press as 
an invention.13 But John of Speyer expired within a year, and so did his privilege. 
Realizing that book publishing was becoming big business, the Venetian Senate 
did not reissue a privilege on the printing press, but started to award privileges for 
individual books instead. Shortly after, the issuing of publishing privileges became 
grafted on the process of manuscript censoring and licensing and started to follow 
different administrative paths than those of privileges for machines.14 

It is important to note, however, that what we might read as a transition from a 
“patent” on the printing press to “copyrights” on books involved no shift whatsoever 
in the legal definition of the privilege. Simply, the privilege came to be applied down-
stream (to books) rather than upstream (to the printing press) — an administrative 
adjustment stemming from the realization that Venice would have had more to gain 
from supporting its burgeoning printing industry by protecting the products rather than 
the technology of their production. Furthermore, the boundaries between the objects 
that today we see protected by patents and copyrights overlap but do not coincide 
with those between objects that used to be covered by privileges for inventions and 
printing privileges. As we will see, printed nautical charts and globes (which, as 
printed matter, one would expect to be protected by printing privileges) were in fact 
often listed in patent rolls, next to brass globes.15 One of the patterns traced in this 
essay is that, depending on the context and the specific features of the instrument, 
the practices of its protection could resemble either those of machines or those of 
books. Uneasily located between books and machines, the history of the protection 
of instruments may provide insights not only into the practices of instrument makers 
and designers but also into the historical development of the very categories of patent 
and copyright.

Twentieth-century cases involving oil-eating bacteria, genetic sequences, plant 
varieties, computer software, cancer-developing mice, and chicken breeds have 
taught us how uneasy the fit between the products of technoscience and the catego-
ries of intellectual property law can be.16 I hope to show that those tensions are not 
the result of the law lagging behind the increasingly fast pace of modern science. 
The presence of comparable tensions in the early modern period indicates that legal 
and administrative tools are always already ‘out of synch’ with the specificities of 
technoscientific production.

PATTERNS OF INSTRUMENT PATENTS

Because printed patent rolls for some countries are either incomplete or not available, 
the generalizations I present here must be taken with a grain of salt. One finding 
that seems reliable, however, is that only a handful of instruments were patented in 
Europe prior to 1600 despite the fact that, by that time, patents had been granted to 
hundreds of inventions. 

No instrument is listed either in the complete Venetian rolls to 1550 or in the partial 
rolls published for the 1550–1797 period. This was not the result of high thresholds 
of patentability. By 1797, Venice had awarded more than two thousand privileges for 
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inventions, including several for perpetual motion devices.17 When in 1771 Lorenzo 
Selva applied for a patent for achromatic lenses (in competition with those patented 
in England by Dollond in 1758), he only received the title of “Public Optician” and 
a stipend — a gesture comparable, in kind, to the reward the Venetians extended to 
Galileo for his telescope in 1609.18 I have not encountered any instrument patent 
in sixteenth-century France, and only a handful before 1700.19 Three privileges for 
instruments are found in early modern Spain. Concerning nautical instruments claimed 
to find the longitude at sea, all are clustered in the 1572–74 period — probably in 
response to the prize announced by King Philip II in 1567.20 None of the instruments 
of the famous Louvain school is found in Belgian printed patent rolls.21 Only one 
instrument, by Josua Habermehl, is listed in the 52 patents issued between 1500 and 
1605 by the Elector of Saxony.22

Negligible instrument patenting activity is also found in pre-1700 England. 
Between 1561 and 1661 only one patent (out of a total of about 50) was awarded to 
Edward Wright in 1598 for a device that might have been a mathematical instrument.23 
Issued to the Marquis of Worcester, the first unambiguous English instrument patent 
dates from 1661 and concerns clockmaking technology.24 Only two pre-1700 Eng-
lish patents covered instruments other than clocks — a marine barometer by Daniel 
Quare and a machine to grind aspherical lenses by Francis Smethwick.25 Smethwick 
— a librarian and amateur instrument maker — was elected to the Royal Society 
as a result.26 Multiple inventorship becomes conspicuous around this time. Besides 
the pendulum clock patent shared by Huygens, Bruce, and the Royal Society, we 
find Fatio de Duillier (Newton’s protégé and member of the Royal Society) who, in 
1704, shared a patent for the use of rubies as bearings in clocks and watches with 
two French émigrées clockmakers, Pierre and Jacob Debaufre.27 And in 1695 Thomas 
Tompion (a distinguished clockmaker and collaborator of Robert Hooke) patented a 
cylinder escapement with William Houghton and Edward Booth.28 

The rolls of Habsburg privileges (available for the 1531–1697 period) are rela-
tively thin — they list a total of 111 inventions — but are quite unusual in including 
eight instruments, seven clustered in the 1580–1602 period.29 Some of them are by 
well-known makers and refer to instruments that are still extant: Gemma Frisius in 
1536 for a globe; Christoph Schissler in 1583 for an “instrumentum geodeticum”; 
Josua Habermehl in 1581 for what appears to be another land-surveying instrument 
(patented in Saxony as well);30 Joost Bürgi also for an “instrumentum geodeticum” in 
1602; and Thomas Rueckert in 1580 for an hodometer (now at the British Museum).31 
Other privileges were awarded to lesser-known or unknown makers such as Christof 
Markgraf (in 1595 for a “clockwork & planetarium”), Elias Huetter (in 1595 for a 
“planetarium”), and Melchior & Caspar Strobel (in 1598 for “new clockwork”).32 
Such a high percentage of patents for instruments, however, may not reflect a 
common practice among Hapsburg instrument makers as much as the Emperor’s 
personal taste. All but one of these patents were issued by Rudolph II — someone 
well known for his passion for instruments and wondrous mechanical devices — and 
involved makers who either worked at the Rudolphine court or were highly regarded 
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by him (Bürgi, Schissler, Markgraf).33 Other patentees had court connections as 
well: Rueckert was a client of the Elector of Saxony, and Habermehl was a supplier 
to the Bavarian court and a relative (or an associate) of Erasmus Habermehl, one of 
Rudolph’s favourite makers.

As it is difficult to believe that Bürgi’s or Schissler’s landsurveying instruments 
had such high market potential to benefit from monopolistic protection, it would not 
be surprising if these patents were, in fact, patronage gestures. Christine MacLeod 
and Eric Ash have detected related patterns in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century 
English industrial patents.34 The same can be found also in sixteenth-century Spain 
where one of the recipients of instrument patents — the famous architect and engi-
neer Juan de Herrera — was a distinguished courtier.35 Père Cherubin too received 
a French privilege around 1670 for his binocular and drawing instruments, thanks 
to his patronage connection with the King and the Dauphin.36 Similarly, Christiaan 
Huygens’s Dutch and French patents for clocks and watches in 1657, 1664, and 1675 
as well as in Blaise Pascal’s French 1649 patent for his calculating machine were 
obviously facilitated by their fathers’ excellent political connections.37 In Pascal’s 
case, the patent was awarded gratis and did not specify an expiration time — a further 
indication of the privileged relation between Pascal’s father, Etienne, and the regents.38 
Pascal’s connections with the crown may explain the extraordinary breadth of the 
claims protected by the privilege.39 Huygens’s French 1665 privilege (for the same 
remontoir clock he patented in the Netherlands in 1664) was requested directly by 
his father from Louis XIV.40 Robert Hooke’s attempt to obtain a English patent for 
his spring watch in 1675 (in competition with Huygens) also hinged on his direct 
access to Charles II.41 Princely patronage also came in handy when one was trying 
to extend the coverage of a privilege to other countries through a prince’s diplomatic 
networks.42 Membership in royal academies provided inventors with key, patent-
facilitating connections.43 In 1675 Huygens (by that time a star of the Académie des 
Sciences) managed not only to obtain a French privilege for his spring watch, but 
to do so in ten days.44 

Given the pervasive relationship between privileges and patronage, it makes sense 
to ask to what extent patronage was a means to obtaining or extending patents as 
business tools, or whether some of these patents were intended to be used as personal 
badges of honour comparable to titles like “Ingénieur du Roi pour les instrumens 
de mathématiques“, “Mathematical Instrument Maker To the King’s most Excellent 
Majesty”, or “Horiolaio di Sua Altezza”. That early patents amounted to privileges 
rather than property rights — not to mention that it was common to reward inventors 
with jobs, pensions, titles, and cash awards rather than patents — further complicates 
the question.45 It seems, however, that individually authored patents were more likely 
to be badges of honour, while collective patents functioned more like legal titles to 
an invention. 

To judge from evidence from instrument makers’ business cards, the connection 
between patents and prestige changed in eighteenth-century England. As we will see 
in a moment, the patenting of instruments increased dramatically after 1700 and, 
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given how widespread printed advertisements of instruments had become by then, 
one would expect to see patents widely used in that context. But while mentioned in 
some advertisements, patents were not featured as prominently or frequently as other 
selling points such as, say, a maker’s prestigious clients.46 As the market became larger 
and more competitive, it seems that patents became increasingly sought and used as 
legal tools rather than as prestigious endorsements. Even when they continued to be 
used as badges of honour, the meaning of honour had changed.  

John Dollond’s 1758 patent for achromatic lenses (which he shared with Francis 
Watkins) is an example of such a shift. Although the patent was used as an advertise-
ment tool and was not enforced for a few years, it would be a mistake to assume that 
Dollond and Watkins were still operating in the older honorific economy of patents 
of Markgraf or Bürgi. Their initial decision not to take legal action on infringers 
stemmed from the simple fact that the market had become too big for them to supply. 
Unable to meet the high demand for achromatic telescopes, Dollond and Watkins 
let other opticians produce them as well, while at the same time advertising the 
patent to distinguish their product from ‘generic’ copies.47 It worked. According to 
a competitor, Dollond managed to sell achromatic telescopes “at a much higher rate 
than that what they have always been sold at by others in the Trade”.48 But as soon 
as Peter Dollond increased productivity by modifying his father’s original design 
and became able to supply a larger share of the market, he took the patent out of 
the drawer and started bringing (and winning) infringment suits (twelve of them) 
against seven opticians whom he had previously allowed to infringe. The prices of 
English achromatic telescopes went up as a result of Dollond’s legal success, to drop 
by almost one-third after the expiration of the patent in 1771.49 

I would argue that even during the period in which Dollond and Watkins did not 
enforce their patent, it functioned as a different kind of intellectual property tool, that 
is, as a trademark.50 They did not simply use it to advertise themselves and their busi-
ness, but rather to brand one specific product of theirs. And as soon as their productiv-
ity increased, the role of their patent moved from trademark to patent proper. 

A different picture is found in eighteenth-century France. French makers did use 
the patent system (or at least parts of it) quite extensively, but they seemed more 
attracted by the prestige of having their instruments approved for patenting by the 
Académie des Sciences than by actually getting those patents.51 The presence of so 
many approvals and so few actual patents reflected, in part, the enduring strength of 
the Paris guilds. Still, the difference between England and France is quite striking. 
At the time when London instrument makers were very busy patenting, advertising, 
and selling their instruments to whomever could afford them, the top Parisian makers 
were being organized in a new exclusive guild (high in status but low on patents) to 
provide the Académie des Sciences with its observational and experimental appara-
tuses.52 (The consequences of the abolition of both the guilds and the privilege system 
in 1791, and the passage of the first patent and copyright law in the same year, are 
not discussed in this essay.)

The Netherlands provide the only partial exception to patterns of minimal or 
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honorific patenting encountered in the rest of Europe before 1700. Dutch patents 
were relatively inexpensive and several of them were issued for instruments. Three 
were patented in the Netherlands between 1593 and 1600, twelve more by 1650, and 
another eleven by 1700. The last group includes five clock patents, four of which 
were taken out by Huygens (in some cases with the artisan who worked for him) or 
by clockmakers who claimed to have devised clocks that were either different from 
or better than Huygens’s.53 Patenting activity dropped significantly thereafter, with 
only six instruments receiving patents between 1700 and 1756. 

But if the Dutch figures were significantly higher than in other countries, the typol-
ogy remained similar. Most patents concerned either clocks or nautical instruments. 
Interestingly, the most famous early modern instrument maker from the Netherlands, 
the Musschenbroeck firm, patented none of its products. This is intriguing given that 
the Musschenbroeck did not belong to guilds — the other common early modern 
strategy for intellectual property protection.54 Also absent from patent rolls are the 
names of other famous Dutch or immigrant makers of philosophical instruments 
such as Fahrenheit and Cuthbertson. 

Taken as a whole, the available evidence from Spain, France, England, Venice, 
the Hapsburg Empire, the Netherlands, Saxony, and England indicates that: (1) only 
fifteen patents for instruments are found in Europe by 1600 (and about half of those 
might have reflected high-ranking personal connections rather than common busi-
ness practices); (2) the additional thirteen patents we find between 1600 and 1650 
indicate no real increase in the pace of patenting; (3) the overwhelming majority of 
pre-1700 patents concerned clocks and navigation instruments;55 (4) philosophical 
instruments such as air pumps, telescopes, microscopes, and electrical machines do 
not seem to have been patented anywhere in Europe in the seventeenth century;56 
and (5) only one meteorological instrument (a portable barometer by Daniel Quare) 
was patented before 1700.57

This scenario changed dramatically after 1700. England had, perhaps, one instru-
ment patent by 1650 and about seven by 1700, but issued 93 more by 1800. Such an 
explosion matches the remarkable development of the instrument business in that 
period. The Office of Ordnance alone ordered over 1500 instruments worth £2,425 
from one London instrument maker, George Adams, between 1748 and 1772 — orders 
that still did not exhaust the Office’s overall needs for that period.58 And toward the 
end of the century, a shipping company could buy 42 achromatic telescopes in one 
single order.59 Such remarkable expansion is reflected in the increases of workshops’ 
size (up to fifty artisans in some cases), in the shift toward a more industrial mode 
of production, in the market differentiation between high-end custom-made and 
popular ‘off-the-shelf’ devices, in levels of specialization within shops and between 
competing establishments, and in the increased use of advertisement, often aimed 
at a more dilettante market.60 

It would be difficult to overstate the relationship between patenting and the size of 
the instrument market. A patent on Hadley’s quadrant made sense given how widely 
used such instruments were in the eighteenth century, but it would have made much 
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less business sense to take out an expensive patent on a quadrant at the end of the 
sixteenth century.61 And while Peter Dollond was surely skilful at using his patent, his 
success ultimately hinged on the fact that his father had hit upon an invention whose 
use was not limited to one specific telescope but concerned a doublet that became a 
key component of a variety of optical systems, thus making his patent applicable to 
many different optical instruments.

Another factor behind the dramatic increase in patenting in England may have been 
the clustering of instrument makers in specific areas of London — a concentration that 
turned secrecy and confidentiality into highly perishable goods.62 Such a geographi-
cal concentration was not altogether new, but the probability of and damages from 
leaks increased with the size of the market, the number of makers, and especially 
the increasing farming out of the making of specific elements of certain instruments 
to out-of-shop artisans.63 Furthermore, as discussed by MacLeod, the rise of patent-
ing triggered more reactive or defensive patenting. As soon as technologies begin 
to be fenced off from the public domain, there is a rush to stake claims on what’s 
left. Lastly, the weakening of the guilds’ power (and the fact that these increasingly 
differentiated products would be hard to fit the guilds’ product classifications) went 
hand in hand with increased patenting.64

Despite the exponential quantitative increase in instrument patenting, however, we 
find almost no change in the kinds of instruments that were patented in the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries. Most post-1700 English patents still concerned clocks 
(both marine and terrestrial) and nautical instruments. A key technical problem like 
the determination of the longitude and the large military and commercial interests 
(and prizes) behind it put pressure on designers and makers of both time-keeping 
devices and optical time-finding instruments based on the lunar distances model.65 
A similarly steep increase in patent-related activities is found in eighteenth-century 
France. While privileges for instruments are negligible before 1700, the Académie 
des Sciences (charged to examine patent applications by its 1699 Statute) approved 
about ninety instruments for patenting between 1700 and 1754 — about as many as 
all the patents awarded to instruments in England in the entire eighteenth century.66 
Clocks and nautical instruments make up the majority of the instruments submitted 
to the Académie’s judgement as they do in English patent rolls from that period, 
although clock or clock-making technologies are even more conspicuous in French 
than in English rolls. It is not at all clear, however, how many of these instruments 
received privileges in the end. A prolific maker of philosophical instruments like the 
Abbé Nollet had two of his devices approved by the Académie in 1733, but there 
is no evidence that he ever patented them or any other instrument he produced and 
sold.67 

Philosophical instruments remained exceedingly rare in European rolls. Only 
three are found patented in England, and even so only in the second half of the cen-
tury: one barometer by Pyefinch and De Magellan in 1765, one electrical machine 
by Nairne in 1782 (advertised primarily as a medical device), and one air pump by 
Haas in 1783.68 Telescopes of various kinds were patented frequently in eighteenth-
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century England (either alone or as components of nautical instruments) by Short 
as well as by Adams, Blair, Dixon, Irwin, Pyefinch, Rand, and Storer.69 They were 
also conspicuous in the list of instruments approved by the Académie des Sciences 
in the same period. Both in England and France, telescopes seemed to be treated as 
mathematical instruments — as problem-solving devices incorporated in time- and 
longitude-finding apparatuses. By contrast, optical instruments with no clear practi-
cal applications were rarely patented. I have found only three patents concerning 
microscopes — all of them in eighteenth-century England.70 Another conspicuous 
pattern is that, as we enter the eighteenth century, we cease to find evidence of 
instrument patenting in central and southern Europe. Even the Netherlands that had 
remained ahead of England (and anyone else) in the second half of the seventeenth 
century, effectively stopped patenting instruments after 1722 despite remaining a 
major centre of instrument-making.

These are some of the macroscopic patterns I can detect in the available evidence. 
In order to make sense of them we now need to turn to what patents could and could 
not do for the designers and makers of specific instruments, and what other options 
they had available when it came to protecting their work and businesses. After a 
discussion of the various ways in which early modern privileges differ from both 
modern patents and copyrights, I look at how the protection of instruments moved 
between the world of print and that of patents in a period in which the relationship 
between publications and patents was quite different from the one we know today.

GOING PLACES: THE LOGIC OF THE PRIVILEGE

If the function of privileges was comparable to that of modern intellectual property 
law, their logic was not. Modern inventors and authors hold rights in the product of 
their ingenuity and personal expression, but early modern privileges construed inven-
tors and authors as princely subjects. The procedures and conditions for the granting 
of privileges to texts and inventions did vary a great deal across early modern Europe, 
but shared a key common denominator: privileges and payments to inventors were 
gifts, not rights.71 Venetian patents from 1450 to 1550 use terms such as privilegium, 
gratia, concessio, and monopolium interchangeably.72 One did not apply but rather 
supplicated for a privilege.73 The pace of the transition from royal favour to intel-
lectual property rights varied with countries, but it tracked quite closely the demise 
of political absolutism and the development of liberal economies.74 

Early modern privileges granted not only the exclusive use or sale of a certain 
technology over a certain period, but also other benefits such as the authorization 
to set up business in a certain place, the granting of honorific titles, pensions, cash 
awards, free housing, capital investments in the invention, the permission to immi-
grate and assume citizenship, or the exemption from taxes, militia duty, and guilds 
regulations.75 Because its role extended into the business dimension of an invention, 
the privilege did not draw a logico-legal distinction that is instead central to modern 
intellectual property law. Modern patents grant exclusionary rights: I own the rights 
in a certain invention and I can prevent you from using or copying it. Early modern 
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privileges, instead, functioned simultaneously in the negative and positive register. 
They were as much about excluding competitors as about providing resources and 
permissions to set up and operate a business based on that invention.

Another main difference between past and present is that while the modern 
patent system is deemed to increase local innovation, early modern privileges were 
frequently used to foster the international mobility of skilled engineers and artisans. 
The founding document of Venetian patent practices — a 1474 Senate bill — opens 
with the statement that

Men with most acute minds able to conceive various ingenious devices reside in 
this City and, thanks to its greatness and tolerance, move here every day from 
different countries.76 

The same connection between inventions and mobility is found two centuries later 
in a passage of Sprat’s History of the Royal Society critical of the English failure 
to pursue the kind of immigration and technology transfer policies initiated by the 
Venetians: 

[English tradesmen] are generally infected with the narrowness that is natural 
to Corporations, which are wont to resist all new comers, as profess’d Enemies 
to their Privileges: And by these interessed men it may be objected, That the 
growth of New Inventions and new Artificers will infallibly reduce all the old 
ones to poverty and decay.... [This] made the English avers from admitting of 
new Inventions, and shorter ways of labor, and from naturallizing New-people: 
Both which are the fatal mistakes that have made the Hollanders exceed us in 
Riches and Trafic: They receive all Projects, and all People, and have few or no 
Poor.77

Patents, therefore, were simultaneously aimed at importing inventions and at creat-
ing spaces for “New-people” outside of the traditional guild-based organization of 
labour. (The honorific titles and court affiliations that princes granted to their favourite 
artisans, included instrument makers, often carried comparable freedom from the 
guilds.78) Armenian, Greek, Jewish, Slav, German, French, Dutch, Flemish, Polish, 
Swiss, English, and Spanish names appear on Venetian patents, while Italian names 
are found in Imperial, Dutch, Spanish, French, and English rolls.79 The technology 
transfer role of early patents is confirmed by privileges granted to indigenous artisans 
who had “been abroad to places where [they] learned such a secret”. Occasionally, 
exposure to foreign technologies was a byproduct of war, as in the case of Richard 
Dyer who in 1571 obtained an English patent for portable furnaces — an art he 
had picked up while a prisoner of the Spanish.80 In other cases, spying trips were 
sponsored by the very authorities that would later reward the artisan with patents.81 
It is worth noticing that, far from criticizing such “industrial espionage”, Bacon 
entrusted some members of the House of Solomon with it.82 These people were to 
sail to other countries every twelve years (in disguise, under fake names, with two 
ships listing fake ports of call) and with sufficient cash to buy trade secrets as well 
as recent books and “instruments and patterns of any kind”.83 This is analogous to 
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the distinctly non-Utopian policies of William Cecil, Bacon’s uncle and Elizabeth’s 
chief minister, who “had some special investigators in his employ, with foreign con-
nections ... who regularly plied him with ideas and information on economic projects 
in progress at home and overseas”.84 

Instrument makers (especially watchmakers) were no exception to these patterns 
of mobility.85 In the case of Thomas Gemini — the most distinguished of early 
Elizabethan instrument makers — his move from the Flanders to England was the 
result of religious persecution (as it was to be the case, later on, with many Huguenot 
artisans like those who triggered the Genevan watch-making trade).86 But in many 
more cases mobility resulted not from threats but from incentives, as with the three 
clockmakers from Delft who relocated to England in May 1368 with letter patents 
granted by King Edward III, or the many foreign makers of instruments and clocks 
found at various European courts.87 J. D. Cassini’s unsuccessful attempt, in 1788, to 
relocate the Irish glassmaker Belsaigne to France (from where his Huguenot family 
had previously emigrated) to produce flint glass for achromatic lenses in exchange 
of a variety of privileges is another example of the same dynamics.88 

Venice developed aggressive ‘technology transfer’ policies and was willing to 
offer increasingly long and comprehensive privileges that in some cases covered 
even inventions the inventor had not yet made.89 (It also had symmetrically strict 
sanctions, including prison sentences, for its own artisans if they left Venice to take 
advantage of patents offered by other nations.90) In 1567 Giuseppe Ceredi commented 
that “anyone who believes to have found some ingenious beautiful thing takes his 
models [to Venice] to obtain privileges”.91 Along the same line, Sir Thomas Smith 
wrote in 1549 that “In Venice, as I heard, ... they reward and cherish every man that 
brings in any new art or mystery whereby the people may be set to work”.92 And in 
1493 Leonardo remarked, with obvious scorn, that he had frequently seen people 
move to Venice from different countries in the hope of rewards for mills driven by 
perpetual motion devices.93 

The development of patenting increased long-term artisanal mobility, but it also led 
to the emergence of a new breed of inventors who hopped from country to country 
to seek and sell patents, often in consort with other like-minded investors, so as to 
maximize the number of patents obtained for the same technology in a given period.94 
As inventions could be rewarded with patents, cash, or both, it is difficult to tease 
apart patent-seeking inventors from another and often denigrated migrant group: the 
“projectors”.95 But setting aside Ceredi’s or Leonardo’s sarcasm for these inventors 
and projectors, their remarks point to a real trend. The northern European optician 
who travelled to Venice in the summer of 1609 seeking reward from the Senate for 
the telescope (just weeks ahead of Galileo’s presentation of his own instrument) may 
have been one of such “patent hunters”.96 

Patents and guilds developed complementary (rather than simply oppositional) 
roles. Patents were about the establishment or importation of new technologies, 
trades, and skilled workers. Guilds were about managing existing local trades.97 
That applied as much to textile trades as it did to instrument making. Patents enticed 
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instrument makers to move, while guilds worked hard at making sure they would 
not leave. At Nuremberg, for instance, sundial makers were organized as a “sworn” 
guild whose masters could not travel abroad without permission.98 Venetian glass-
makers, as mentioned, were subject to similar sanctions.99 If today the knowledge 
inscribed in a patent eventually flows back into the public domain, the know-how of 
early modern patents would end up assimilated by the guilds (if deemed sufficiently 
useful to deserve assimilation).100

That privileges were as much about the importation of foreign technology and 
skills as they were about protecting local innovation is reflected in the fact that they 
made no legal distinction between technologies, knowledge about those technolo-
gies, and the business made possible by both that knowledge and those technolo-
gies. The differentiation between the invention and the skills required to construct 
or operate it was a distinction without a legal difference.101 The modern legal notion 
of “reduction to practice” refers to the invention itself, but early modern privileges 
used misleadingly similar terms like “reduction to perfection” to cover a wider range 
of factors that rendered the invention workable, down to stipulations concerning the 
training of local workers and artisans to operate that invention.102 There was no need 
to separate machines, bodies, instruments, skills, tacit knowledge, disclosure, and 
reduction to practice because what mattered to the authority granting the privilege 
was that a locally useful manufacture or technology would be made available there 
and that, hopefully, it would create employment opportunities for local labour while 
reducing imports.

Privileges were issued by political authorities for a number of years (usually 
between five and twenty) to a person or company, granting them exclusive use of 
an invention (or license its use) in a specific area. The area covered by the privilege 
could be as large as the state that granted it, but it was usually more limited — with 
the exception of early Papal privileges that were claimed to apply to all Christians 
wherever they might be.103 In many ways, the privilege functioned by assigning a 
monopoly on a specific space as much as on a specific technology, thus showing once 
more how much these devices differed from modern intellectual property. One could 
get a privilege to use a specific boat design (flat-bottomed) to transport specific goods 
(marble blocks) on a specific river (the Arno) — as Brunelleschi did in Florence in 
1421104 — or to operate a specific cloth-fulling mill in a specific spot (near the Rialto 
in Venice) — as Franciscus Petri did in 1416.105 If modern intellectual property is 
becoming more and more about rights in a global space, the privilege was about 
specific things and skilled bodies in specific places.

The originality of an invention did matter, but it hinged on geography rather 
than authorial creation. One did not need to be the first developer of an invention 
or the original author of a text to be granted a privilege for that device or book in 
a certain place. The inventor was defined as the first person who brought it there 
— yet another indication of the technology transfer goals behind early privileges.106 
With both machines and texts, the privilege did not discriminate between original-
ity and translation (in the literal sense of moving across linguistic or geographical 
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boundaries). The water-driven silkmill “Bolognese style” was patented in Venice in 
1604 (by Ottavio Malpighi), in Turin in 1666 (by Giovanfrancesco Galeani), in Hol-
land in 1678 (by Johan Becher), and in London in 1718 (by John Lombe).107 We are 
often told that the term ‘invention’ is semiologically unstable because the Latin verb 
from which it derives — invenire — means both ‘to find’ and ‘to create’. But the very 
detection of such a semiotic tension may be an effect of our modern conceptualiza-
tion of invention as an individual creative mental act — what Martha Woodmansee 
has called the “romantic author”.108 From the point of view of the early privilege 
system there was no difference between ‘to find’ and ‘to create’. What mattered was 
not whether the object was found or created, but rather where it was taken and put to 
work — its physical place of arrival rather that its point of conceptual origin.

Interestingly, international priority disputes emerged well before a legal framework 
was set in place for them with the increasingly global patent treaties in the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries.109 What is more intriguing is that instruments — not 
industrial machines — were the objects of such disputes. Mobility must have been 
a factor. Instruments travelled more easily and faster than silkmills, thus creating 
the conditions for claims of simultaneous or independent invention by inventors of 
different nationalities. But something more structural lies behind the rise of interna-
tional priority disputes over instruments (like the one between Huygens and Hooke 
discussed by Iliffe): the unplanned overlap of the new reward system being developed 
by scientific academies with the traditional privilege system. 

The very local notion of priority (connected to either invention or importation) 
inherent in the privilege system came into conflict with the radically different reward 
system of the republic of letters that construed priority in international terms and con-
nected it to authorial originality, not just to the act of making an invention materially 
available in a given place.110 While Huygens did not have to worry about non-Dutch 
prior art when he patented his spring watch in the Netherlands in 1675, he did get 
involved in a bitter priority dispute with Hooke when he tried to gain philosophical 
credit for the same watch from the Royal Society.111 

Priority had a complementary relation to local utility. Priority became a contested 
issue when, instead of pursuing financial rewards for locally useful (and locally 
operating) devices, mathematicians and philosophers sought non-monetary and 
non-local credit for non-material objects like the conception of an instrument or a 
claim about nature. The spring watch could and did enable both kinds of claims and 
rewards. But because in this case the issue of philosophical credit turned out to be 
marginal compared to the substantial financial rewards the inventor of an accurate and 
portable timekeeper could have reaped from helping to solve the longitude problem, 
the dispute soon exited the Royal Society and its economy of philosophical credit to 
land where all patent applications landed: the royal court.112 At that point, following 
common patent practice, issues of intellectual priority, originality, and conception 
took the backseat to the King’s judgment of the performance of the actual watches 
that Hooke and Huygens had delivered there and then.113 An international priority 
dispute over the conception of the spring watch was reframed (as far as the King was 
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concerned) as a competition for the award of one local patent. 
It is striking how specific and local the early notion of utility was when compared 

to the increasingly generic definition we find in today’s patent law. In the age of 
global economies utility seems to have no identifiable beneficiary beyond a generic 
‘public’ situated in an equally unspecified future. By contrast, some of the earliest 
patents — like those related to the making and dredging of canals in Venice or the 
drying of swamps in the Netherlands — concerned public works, not privately-owned 
technological products to be sold on a generic market.114 Though not many patents 
were so site-specific, a distinctly local and immediate notion of utility informed all 
early privileges, especially those issued before 1700. That applied to instruments too. 
Philosophical instruments — instruments for ‘basic research’ — were almost never 
patented. By contrast, concerns with the determination of the longitude were often 
behind patents of clock and optical nautical instruments, and attempts to patent early 
telescopes rested on the claim that enemy ships could be made visible much sooner 
— claims that were pitched to maritime states like the Netherlands and Venice. 

UTILITY, DISCLOSURE, AND REDUCTION TO PRACTICE

By emphasizing local utility and technology transfer, early privileges assigned a 
modest role to disclosure — a role that, instead, is key to modern patent law. The 
justification of today’s patent system hinges on the quid pro quo between the inventor 
and the state: inventors receive temporary monopolies in exchange for the publication 
of their patents’ specifications drawn up according to specific standards.115 Every-
body wins, or so we are told. The inventor draws inspiration from the knowledge 
freely circulating in the public domain and patent disclosure makes sure that his/her 
knowledge flows right back to that public domain and enables more innovation well 
before the patent’s expiration. 

By contrast, early modern privileges were not conceptualized as contracts between 
inventors and society. Privileges were granted primarily to improve revenue or to 
try to solve specific technical or military problems. It makes sense, then, that inven-
tions would be disclosed (if they were disclosed at all) to princes and state officials 
rather than to society as a whole.116 Disclosure was not a ‘value’ — a commitment 
to being open to a generic public or professional community — but rather a practice 
between specific individuals operating in a specific political economy. Furthermore, 
if inventors disclosed to the state, the state had little or no interest to re-disclose 
that knowledge to the public. In the absence of international patent agreements, the 
publication of patent specifications would have greatly helped industrial espionage 
(already a serious headache in the eighteenth century).117 

The slow emergence of patent specifications did not result from the perceived need 
to make such information available to the public, but from the mundane practices of 
state officials charged with administering patent applications. When Dutch patent 
applicants were asked to include drawings of their inventions, it was to outline the 
object of the patent to allow state officials to assess whether it entailed an obvious 
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infringement of older patents.118 These checks performed, the specifications were 
usually archived or returned to the inventor for safekeeping.119 For instance, an inven-
tor who submitted a longitude-finding apparatus in April 1601 was asked to “submit 
a drawing of the art invented by him ... with annotations denoting the particulars 
underlying the art and the secret knowledge, in order that all such drawings and 
particulars together could be taken care of and kept secret”.120 As in the Netherlands, 
French administrators used patent specifications to adjudicate infringements, but kept 
such specifications confidential for the duration of the privilege.121 The same practice 
was followed both by the Emperor and the Electors. The Imperial city of Nurenberg 
even passed a specific ordinance in 1532 to the following effect: 

The models of all the artfully contrived devices and other works which in this city 
are found in the arsenal, city hall, or anywhere else, shall be placed in a separate 
room, locked, under the responsibility of the masters of the Arsenal.122 

Similarly, while the Académie des Sciences published volumes of descriptions and 
detailed drawings of the instruments they had approved for patenting since 1699, it 
did so decades after the initial submissions.123 Disclosure was equally confidential 
in Venice.124 

It was only in 1778 that England adopted the requirement (comparable to the 
modern one) that specifications should be detailed enough to allow a person skilled 
in the art to understand and apply it without further experiment.125 (This replaced 
the requirement to train local people to operate and reproduce the invention.) The 
filing of any kind of specification was rare before the eighteenth century. Only 20% 
of all English patents issued before 1734 included any specification, though such 
information would have been made public only after the patent’s expiration.126 In 
addition, some patentees were absolved from disclosure by the application of the 
“non-obstante” clause.127

 Even when disclosure became a requirement, the absence of standards kept it 
uneven and not much more informative than it had been in the previous century.128 
In 1665, for instance, Sir Robert Moray told Huygens that his pendulum clock 
(to be patented in England by the Royal Society) needed to be described only “en 
termes generaux” in the application.129 Smethwick’s 1666 patent for a machine to 
grind aspherical lenses did not disclose whether they were parabolic, hyperbolic, 
or elliptical — information that the inventor continued to withhold when, in 1667, 
he asked for an endorsement of his aspherical telescopes and microscopes from the 
Royal Society.130 

Details emerged only in the wake of patent infringement disputes, but even in these 
cases it is not clear how carefully the courts analysed these records.131 Dollond’s 1758 
patent for his achromatic lenses included no drawing of the doublet that constituted 
his invention, no specification of the different glasses used, etc.132 Though he pledged, 
in his petition, to describe “his said invention and in what manner the same is to 
be performed”, he never did so — a negligence that, however, caused him no harm 
when the patent was later litigated.133 A similarly undetailed disclosure is found in 
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the 1750 patent by George Adams and Richard Jack for an improvement on Hadley’s 
quadrant (whose patent, issued in 1734, had expired), while Ramsden’s 1775 patent 
drawings for his instruments have been described as “crude and deliberately obscure, 
lacking in proportion and perspective”.134 The lack of consensus about standards of 
specification was brought in stark relief during Boulton and Watt v. Bull (1794). Even 
at such a late date James Watt could argue, not without reason, that he could not find 
in the law any statutory requirement of the patentee to specify.135

More than a century earlier, Pascal did not include drawings of his arithmetical 
machine in his application for a French patent, but simply showed working models 
of his machine to influential courtiers and royal officials.136 The display of models or 
actual working inventions as part of the patent application process was so widespread 
in the early modern period (but virtually absent from modern patenting protocols) 
that it deserves some analysis.137 Models were required in Venice — as we know from 
Galileo who had to borrow money to have one constructed for the water pump he 
patented there in 1594.138 Models were also needed for Imperial privileges, and were 
requested by the Académie des Sciences to all inventors who wished to submit their 
inventions for approval.139 Hooke too demonstrated a working timekeeper as he was 
seeking a patent for his spring watch from Charles II in 1675, and so did Huygens 
when he applied for a patent for his remontoir pendulum clock from the Dutch State 
General in 1664.140 No drawings are found or mentioned in Huygens’s application for 
a privilege for his spring watch from Louis XIV in 1675, but we know that he showed 
Colbert a functioning model a few days before filing the application.141 Similarly, 
the Dutch optician who sought a reward for the telescope in Venice in 1609 let the 
Senate test the actual instrument, but did not disclose its construction.142 

One could say that models were representations of an invention, and thus disclosed 
it. That depended on the context in which they were used. Models could indeed end 
up disclosing the invention if they landed in the hands of competitors, but they had a 
quite different role in the eyes of the patent-granting authorities who required them. 
State officials looked at models to identify an invention to the extent necessary to 
determine that it was not identical to previously patented inventions, but they espe-
cially relied on models to see if the invention could work — something a drawing or 
a textual narrative could hardly do.143 Rather than “material representations”, models 
functioned as “scaled-down reductions to practice” of inventions. 

Originality and disclosure were not high priorities for the privilege-granting 
authorities, but local utility and reduction to practice surely were. If an invention 
was rendered operable and local workers were successfully trained to use it, the 
patent was confirmed and the inventor was often allowed to hold on to its secret. But 
patents could be voided if the invention failed to be reduced to practice in a timely 
fashion (typically six months to two years from the award of the privilege).144 Given 
the narrow window of opportunity for reduction to practice — a requirement that has 
been singled out as the biggest obstacle on the path of early inventors — the filing 
of working models was an obviously appealing option.145

The case of instruments was more complicated for paradoxical but interesting 
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reasons. On one hand, makers wanting to patent their instruments did not have to 
spend much money and time to either reduce the invention to practice (which, with 
larger inventions, would have typically required finding investors on a very short 
notice) or to produce a model. Instruments were both relatively inexpensive (or at 
least not as expensive as watermills) and already reduced to practice. An instrument 
maker, therefore, could simply file the device itself with the patent application (as 
Hooke, Huygens, and Pascal did). But this convenience could turn out to be too 
much of a good thing. The very features of the instrument that made it match the 
reduction to practice requirements so easily, promptly, and inexpensively could also 
disclose too much and too quickly. The disputes that, at different times, embroiled 
Leibniz, Huygens, Coster, Thuret, Douw, Hooke, and Pascal testify to the ease with 
which clocks and calculating machines could be copied with only limited exposure 
to a working sample.

No matter how extensive written patent specifications are today, they still leave 
enough ‘wiggle room’ for the inventor to match disclosure requirements without 
really disclosing a lot. In addition, modern reduction to practice standards are so 
weak — boiling down to the ability to “describe that invention with particularity” 
— that they are virtually identical to specification requirements.146 While early 
modern standards of disclosure were significantly more lax than ours, those con-
cerning reduction to practice were much tougher. As a result, the filing of working 
samples to fulfil the strict reduction to practice requirements could end up providing, 
unintentionally, a level of disclosure that far exceeded early modern and modern 
standards of specification alike. All patent applications entailed that risk, but more 
so those concerning instruments because in that case there was little or no difference 
between models and the actual invention.

The open distrust that inventors and instrument makers had for each other extended 
to state officials. Harrison was notoriously reluctant to disclose his “H4” clock to the 
officials of the Board of Longitude prior to the award of the prize, and the artisan 
who took the telescope to the Venetian Senate refused to have the construction of his 
device inspected. (Had the telescope maker known that the technical advisor charged 
by the Senate to inspect the instrument was Paolo Sarpi — one of Galileo’s closest 
friends — he would have toasted to his own foresight.147) Other inventors were equally 
guarded when approaching scientific academies for approval of their devices (as 
required in France) or to seek endorsements that, while without legal status, could have 
helped patent or advertise their instruments. In January 1695 Daniel Quare showed 
his portable barometer to the Royal Society before applying for a patent (which he 
received the following August). But while receiving an affidavit about the novelty of 
his barometer, he “desired to be excused from Discovering the Secrets thereof”.148 
Hooke too came to develop a profound distrust of the Royal Society’s registration 
system during the 1675 dispute over the English patent of the spring watch.149 

Over and over, instrument makers tried to demonstrate reduction to practice while 
simultaneously avoiding disclosure. Although such a conduct was perfectly in line 
with the requirements of the privilege system (which cared little about disclosure), 
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reduction to practice and disclosure could not be easily kept apart during the patent 
application process. Fearing a loss of priority, Huygens carefully avoided any pub-
lication of his spring watch before receiving a French privilege for it. But while he 
was able to control leaks on that side, he got very close to losing the privilege to 
the very clockmaker he had hired to produce a working sample to be filed with the 
privilege application in order to fulfil the reduction to practice requirements.150 Like 
modern scientists who see their work plagiarized as a result of filing grant applica-
tions or submitting manuscripts to peer-reviewed journals, early modern instrument 
makers could come to learn that, because of the specific material features of their 
devices, the process of patent application could destroy the very thing they were 
trying to protect.151 

Far from being driven by socio-cultural values of secrecy, these inventors seemed 
to have a good understanding of what they were gambling with, and how. They feared, 
with reason, the accidental or fraudulent disclosure that could result from applying 
for patents or for endorsements by academies. Explicit protocols are in place in 
today’s patent offices to prevent examiners from helping themselves to the knowl-
edge disclosed in applications, but that was not the case in early modern Europe. It is 
startling to see, for instance, that at the same time that the Royal Society was casting 
itself as the most trustworthy international repository of priority claims, it was also 
discussing, at its public meetings, the contents of intriguing patent applications that 
Sir Robert Moray, a member and prominent courtier, happened to have taken home 
from work.152 

The peculiarities of early modern patent disclosure may also cast a different light 
on the Royal Society’s “History of Trades” project. As a way to facilitate its planned 
survey and publication of trade and industrial practices in the 1660s and 1670s, the 
Society tried (and failed) to develop a reward system that could give artisans credit 
for their knowledge and know-how in exchange for its disclosure and publication.153 
One proposal was to pay artisans for disclosing their secrets.154 Another was to trade 
disclosure for patents. At the 22 April 1663 meeting, Boyle was asked to inform an 
artisan whose invention had been shown to the Society that its members

were pleased with this skill of his, and that they were willing to assist him in 
procuring a patent for him, in order that he might enjoy the benefits of his art, 
upon condition that he should acquaint them with the secret.155

It is not surprising that the Society would want to offer ‘patent agent’ services in 
exchange for technical secrets (and perhaps a share of the patent).156 It had patent- 
facilitating court connections (which the artisan wanted but did not have) and the 
artisan had secrets (which the Society wanted but did not have). But by the very act 
of proposing this quid pro quo, the Society was also acknowledging the nature of 
the obstacle faced by the History of Trades project. 

It was not that artisanal culture opposed public disclosure, but that inventors were 
not required to disclose in order to receive a patent. That was a legal issue, not an 
ethico-cultural one. Had privileges required the same standards of disclosure we find 
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in modern patent law, the Royal Society would have probably been satisfied to let 
artisans patent their knowledge, as that would have produced disclosure through the 
application process. But because privileges granted monopolies while not requiring 
public disclosure, they could render patented knowledge even less accessible than 
knowledge that had not been patented but simply kept secret.157 (The privilege system, 
in fact, is better comparable to modern trade secrets law than to modern patent law.158) 
The solution was to entice artisans to patent and disclose by offering them patenting 
services in exchange for public disclosure. 

In those cases in which public disclosure was deemed important (or practically 
unavoidable), the prince or the state relied on prizes or pensions, not patents. Instru-
ments could be rewarded in this manner. The French pension awarded to Daguerre 
for the invention of photography in 1839 is such an example.159 Similarly, the English 
Longitude Act of 1714 promised £20,000 to the person able to find the longitude with 
a certain precision. While John Harrison’s “H4” clock did eventually earn him the 
prize, the device is nowhere to be found in English patent rolls.160 Along the same 
lines, Moray tried to convince Huygens in 1665 that he might get more from his 
marine pendulum clock by asking Louis XIV for “a good reward for the disclosure 
of the invention rather than a privilege”.161

PECULIARITIES OF “PRIOR ART”

It did not seem to matter that the inventions being patented had already been rep-
resented in texts or images — a fact that runs counter to our modern expectations 
about publications counting as “prior art” against a subsequent patent application. 
The publication of an invention did not count as disclosure because what concerned 
the privilege-granting authorities was not whether the idea of an invention might have 
been known, but whether the invention itself had already been put to work in their 
jurisdiction. While modern patent law recognizes the right to patent to the person 
who was either first to invent or first to file an application, early modern privileges 
treated the inventor as the person who first reduced it to practice or made it available 
for sale. The water-driven silkmill was represented in Vittorio Zonca’s 1607 Novo 
teatro di machine et edificii well before most the related patents were granted, and 
Giuseppe Ceredi was issued privileges for the Archimedean screw in various Italian 
states in the 1560s despite the abundant textual evidence of “prior art” stretching 
back to Antiquity.162 

Privileges did not cover abstract notions such as the conception of a given machine 
or process, or what modern copyright law calls the author’s “personal expression” 
embedded in a text or other mediums. They only protected specific objects: books as 
books and machines as machines. Privileges could indeed protect a machine and a 
book about that same machine, but did so by treating them as two different objects. 
Modern intellectual property law would protect the machine and the book with two 
different legal devices (patent and copyright) but would also consider the machine 
and a book about that machine as connected by a knowledge link — a form of dis-
closure. Called “prior art”, the existence of that link would prevent the patenting of 
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that machine. The privilege system, however, did not have the categories to make that 
link thinkable. A book about a machine or an instrument protected neither the “idea” 
of that machine nor the writer’s “personal expression” involved in the description 
of such a machine. Because there was no legally recognized intellectual property 
relation or disclosure nexus between text and machine, a book about that machine 
could not count as prior art in the context of its possible patenting.

This means that printed books about instruments (discussed later in this essay) 
could neither constitute legal intellectual property claim in those instruments nor 
prevent the patenting of those same instruments by either the author of the book or 
anyone else. A book written by an artisan on his instrument could reinforce the autho-
rial relationship between maker and instrument, but did not make it legally enforceable 
in any sense. If the instrument was not covered by a privilege (as it very rarely was) 
the book could facilitate not only its unauthorized (but fully legal) copying but even 
its patenting (by someone else) by providing information about the instrument.

Marcus Popplow has shown that several early modern machine books disclosed 
technologies for which the author had either privileges that had expired by the date of 
the book’s publication, or valid privileges covering the countries where the book was 
expected to circulate.163 In the first case, the book advertised the author’s technical 
skills (in the hope of attracting professional offers), while in the second it advertised 
the machines themselves. But unless the author had patents for those machines (or 
knew that he could no longer obtain patent protection) publishing a book on a machine 
or an instrument would have been like shining light on a sitting duck.

That such obvious risks did not stop mathematical practitioners from writing many 
books describing (often in great detail) the construction and use of astrolabes, staves, 
quadrants, rulers, sectors, compasses, dials, and land-surveying instruments suggests 
that, for reasons that we need to explain, Renaissance instrument makers did not see 
the patenting of their instruments as particularly useful. What is even more striking 
is that, in many cases, they did not patent their instruments even when they had no 
access to other kinds of protection such as those provided by guild membership. 

(MIS)MATCHING INSTRUMENTS AND PRIVILEGES 

Privileges for inventions were reasonably efficient at protecting objects that were 
large, hard to move, easy to track, expensive to copy, and difficult to operate — sce-
narios where the overlap between the invention and the business built on it were most 
extensive. For the same reasons, privileges were less effective with small objects that 
could be moved in and out of the area covered by the privilege, were hard to detect 
when transported, relatively easy to copy, and did not require specialized knowledge 
to use. Windmills and steam engines epitomize the first category, while books exem-
plify the latter. Instruments oscillated between the ‘machine pole’ and the ‘book pole’ 
depending on their specific material features and markets.

The large astronomical instruments of Tycho Brahe or of Duke Wilhelm IV of 
Hesse-Kassel were as “portable” as small mills, while pocket sundials could match 
the mobility of octavo books. The reproducibility of some optical instruments could 
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be compared to that of complex machines. Copying them could be difficult to the 
point of making legal protection unnecessary, as shown by Fraunhofer’s decision to 
keep his prized achromatic lenses clear of the patent office.164 By contrast, sectors, 
clocks, or computing machines with exposed lines and gears could be easily copied, 
sometimes more easily than books.165 

With notable but limited exceptions, we can say that instruments clustered close 
to the ‘book pole’ in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries (especially math-
ematical instruments) while swinging toward the ‘machine pole’ in the eighteenth 
century. Staves, squares, dials, sectors, Napier bones, and astrolabes were portable 
devices that (unlike later air pumps, electrical machines, and the like) could be 
copied, shipped, or smuggled almost as easily and cheaply as books.166 Unlike their 
sophisticated eighteenth-century cousins, early telescopes too were deemed easy to 
reproduce and thus denied patents both in the Netherlands and in Venice — a place 
where, it seems, almost anything could be patented.167 And because they could be 
easily disassembled and shipped as a pair of lenses, early telescopes could have moved 
easily in and out of areas covered by patents (had they received any). The massive 
smuggling between Switzerland and France in the eighteenth century of watches 
mixed into fish shipments from Geneva, shows that some instruments could travel 
even better than books.168 

But if certain instruments, especially mathematical ones, were comparable to books 
in terms of mobility and reproducibility, the limited size of their market and of their 
production runs was too marginal to justify the costs of a privilege application. Indeed, 
before 1600 there were only a few cities in Europe where instrument making could 
be a full-time profession, for a handful of people. Furthermore, patenting expenses 
were high in some countries (with the exception of the Hapsburg empire, which 
might help to explain the anomalously large number of instrument patents found 
there around 1600).169 The pendulum clock patent obtained by Royal Society in 1664 
included many heterogeneous inventions because, as Moray relayed to Huygens: 
“Patents are very expensive here, but at least we can put a hundred different things 
in the same patent.”170 (Huygens’s response that in the Netherlands he had “obtained 
them at little cost but most of the times gratis” reflected the power of his father’s 
connections more than the actual costs of patenting on the Continent.171) Patenting 
fees remained high in England in the eighteenth century — around £100 in 1750.172 
That was about twice the annual salary of a skilled London artisan.173 Although the 
English instrument market was already substantial by the time Dollond patented 
his achromatic lenses in 1758, he could not afford the patenting expenses and (like 
several other instrument makers) took in a partner for that purpose.174 

Some instruments, therefore, were caught between a rock and a hard place. Their 
mobility and material features made them as difficult to protect as books, while 
the marginality of their market prior to 1700 did not make obtaining and enforcing 
privileges look like a viable business strategy. As I discuss in a subsequent article, 
similar issues can be found behind Galileo’s decision not to seek a patent for his 
geometrical and military compass.175 But as soon as he realized that the satellites of 
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Jupiter he had just discovered (with the telescope) could function as astronomical 
clocks to solve the very expensive problem of longitude determination, he quickly 
tried to enter into patent-like agreements with the Spanish and the Dutch.176 In doing 
so he joined the longitude ‘bandwagon’ which was responsible for such a large share 
of all early modern instrument patents.

However, this does not mean that, operating beyond the reach of legal protection, 
all instruments close to the ‘book pole’ ended up causing the financial ruin of their 
makers. For sure that was not the case with clocks, watches, or ivory sundials. The 
mobility and reproducibility of these instruments did make them hard to protect, 
but their substantial market allowed for the development of specialized guilds 
(such as those established in London and in Nurenberg) that provided protection, if 
only locally. The presence of a sizeable market also explains the many patents for 
clocks and watches that were issued later on, when the power of the guilds declined. 
Things did not look too bad at the other end of the spectrum either, that is, among 
the makers of expensive ‘one-off’ instruments. Most of the early modern gilded 
brass instruments we admire today in science museums did not suffer intellectual 
property troubles.177 Custom made and often gorgeous, these instruments shared in 
the luxury goods economy of high-end artisanal and artistic products. As such, they 
had little need for patents. 

IN THE BEGINNING WAS PRINT

With these issues in mind, we should look at a deceivingly inconspicuous market for 
instruments — one that was parallel to, but radically different from, the one occupied 
by expensive custom instruments. Many mathematical instruments that circulated in 
this market were identical to their expensive brothers (and could in fact be produced 
by the same makers), except that they were made of paper. Furthermore, they were 
protected not by patents but by the kind of privileges that covered books and prints.178 
These were astrolabes, logarithmic scales, squares, sundials, quadrants, and globes 
printed on book pages from woodcuts or, more frequently, from copper plates. 

After purchasing such books, readers would cut out the paper templates (about nine 
for an astrolabe), glue them on cardboard, pasteboard, or wood, and then assemble the 
various parts. These instruments were much cheaper than their metal siblings, but the 
cost of their protection was marginal. In larger European cities, printers belonging to 
guilds were automatically granted printing privileges if their manuscripts or images 
were approved for publication by the licensers. Because these instruments were highly 
perishable and more likely to be used than collected, they have left very little direct 
evidence about the size of their markets. Still, if we put together the range of paper 
instruments still extant with what we know about the size of early modern print runs, 
we can guess that thousands of these instruments were produced in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries.179 Books carrying these instruments were published in various 
countries — in Latin or vernacular languages — thus aiming at a wide range of audi-
ences. We know little, however, about the contexts of use of these paper instruments. 
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In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries they became used mostly as pedagogical 
tools, but in earlier periods they were treated as working instruments as well. It has 
been argued that it was in paper form that astrolabes and other instruments were 
mostly known and used in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.180

The existence of parallel markets for paper and metal instruments was made 
possible by the range of skills typical of mathematical instrument makers. If the 
production of eighteenth-century instruments required the integration of skills from 
different trades (turners, clockmakers, glass workers, etc.), sixteenth-century math-
ematical instrument makers were overwhelmingly located in the printing trades. The 
same people who produced instruments also cut copper plates for geographical maps, 
anatomical tables, or any other kind of illustrations. They also printed charts, globes, 
paper instruments, and of course books — some of them about their own instruments. 
They cut fonts too. Apian, Regiomontanus, Gemini, Hartmann, Danfrie, and Danti 
are just a few examples of a community for which printing and instrument making 
were merely two aspects of the same business.181 In the eyes of these early makers, 
the great divide we have come to assume between printed matter and machines 
boiled down to a mundane choice between materials, not between different bodies 
of knowledge and techniques. As Bennett has put it:

A solid, dense medium is worked on with an engraving tool. If the final product 
is to be in brass or wood, the instrument is created directly by application of the 
tool; if it is to be paper, there is an intermediate stage where a print is pulled from 
a block of wood or a plate of copper. The designs and constructions of practical 
geometers, the cutting of wood-blocks and copperplates, the printing of books, 
of maps, of paper instruments on separate sheets, were all related activities that 
we find difficult to integrate but whose relationship in the sixteenth century is 
evident in the careers of many mathematicians.182

Such a seamless overlap was no news to sixteenth-century buyers who were in fact 
quite accustomed to look for and purchase both metal and paper instruments in 
bookstores.183 

Typically, paper instruments books would include not only the printed templates 
for the various parts of the instrument, but also instructions about how to assemble 
and use the device. Peter Apian’s 1533 Instrument Buch included two sets of identi-
cal prints so that the reader would be left with an illustrated instruction manual even 
after cutting out and pasting the instruments.184 That about three-fourths of the extant 
copies lack the second set of prints suggests that most of the book’s owners built (or 
tried to build) the instruments.185 In his Folium populi — a large dial printed on a 
full folio page — Apian added a description of how to wet the unusually large print 
with a sponge for several hours so as to transfer it onto its final material base without 
deformations.186 Sometimes paper instruments seem to have been included as ‘added 
value’ to books that were primarily aimed at teaching practical mathematics, as in 
Seth Partridge’s 1648 Rabdologia, where the readers were instructed to make their 
own logarithmic rulers by cutting out the illustrations and paste them on wooden 
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rods — a practice already promoted a few years earlier in Edmund Wingate’s book 
on the same topic.187 But if the paper instrument was of a well-known type, it might 
be sold as an individual print (or as a preassembled paper instrument) rather than as 
part of a book. That appears to have been the case with the astrolabe issued in 1578 
by Philippe Danfrie — the leading French maker of both paper instruments and 
‘high-end’ metal devices at the time.188 

The use of print to produce instruments was not limited to flat mathematical instru-
ments. In the same years (and regions) that saw the emergence of paper instruments 
we also encounter the first printed paper globes — terrestrial (in 1507) and celestial 
(in 1517). This was a dramatic departure from traditional globes produced by engrav-
ing maps directly on large brass spheres. Perceived as ‘boundary objects’ between 
instruments and maps, globes provide excellent food for thought about intellectual 
property. They could be protected either with printing privileges (as printed maps) 
or privileges for inventions (as tridimensional objects). 

Imperial and Dutch patent rolls contain several patents for globes — such as 
those awarded to Gemma Frisius and Gaspar van der Heyden in 1531 and 1536–37, 
and to Gerard Mercator in 1541.189 But the globe contained in Johannes Schöner’s 
Luculentissima quaedam terrae totius descriptio of 1515 was protected as a print, 
as stated by the privilege granted by Emperor Maximillian: “No one is to print or 
have printed these books with the cosmographic globes.”190 Analogous wording is 
in the privilege granted by Emperor Charles V to Franciscus Monachus’s De orbis 
situ ac descriptione — the first cosmographical text with paper globe printed in the 
Netherlands around 1526.191 My guess is that Schöner’s and Monachus’s globes 
were covered by printing privileges because they came as an appendix to a book, 
while Gemma’s 1536–37 printed globes — being sold already mounted on wooden 
spheres — were treated as “machines”. Adding yet another twist to such boundary 
crossings, English patents rolls (not book privileges) list several globes but make no 
distinction between those printed on paper and those engraved on metal.192 They are 
both treated as inventions.

Like instrument makers, globe makers could be also printers and engravers able 
to produce metal instruments and globes as well as the plates from which to print 
paper instruments and maps. Globes were printed as flat maps (first from woodcuts 
and then from engravings) in the shape of gores (usually twelve of them, each cov-
ering 30° of longitude) and then cut out, applied on wooden spheres, and sometime 
hand-painted.193 Books that included these gores (like those that delivered paper 
instruments) also taught the readers to use the instruments that were to be assembled 
from these paper strips, in this case by instructing them in geography and cosmogra-
phy.194 As with paper instruments, the shift from metal to print greatly expanded the 
market for globes by dropping their price while increasing productivity by a couple 
of orders of magnitude.195 The size of editions could easily climb into the hundreds 
for larger globes and in the thousands for smaller ones, thus matching those of books 
and sometimes exceeding them.196 

What makes paper instruments and globes so relevant to discussions of intellectual 
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property is not only that they could be covered by either patents or printing privileges, 
but that they constituted multiple and virtually identical copies pulled from the same 
plate. Furthermore, most mathematical instruments were already metal plates with 
divisions, retes, and other lines engraved on them. Which means that, were it not 
for the left–right inversion produced by printing, one could have conceivably pulled 
paper copies directly off most metal instruments. Paper instruments and globes, 
therefore, were the first instruments in the age of mechanical reproduction — well 
before the introduction of industrial production techniques of the eighteenth century. 
In this context, the printing press functioned not as a technology for the mechanical 
reproduction of images and texts, but rather as the first industrial method for the 
serial production of paper-based mechanical devices. These devices, however, could 
be protected by printing privileges, not patents. 

While these examples confound, in interesting ways, boundaries between instru-
ments and texts, they also confirm the pedagogical role shared by books and paper 
instruments. It is well known that paper instruments and paper globes could come 
with books teaching their readers how use them, and that, in turn, those instruments 
could function as pedagogical tools for teaching practical mathematics. But to buy 
a book that taught how to assemble and use an instrument was not like buying a 
grammar book. As little mathematical education was provided by the university, 
instrument books should be seen not as textbooks connected to established schools 
and curricula but rather as part of ‘distance learning’ packages that provided both 
textual instruction and related material teaching tools. This means that pedagogi-
cal goals were coupled to tactics for the marketing of instruments, makers, and 
teachers. These books, in fact, were not simply aimed at selling paper instruments 
and instructions but also at expanding the market for instruments by training their 
buyers. That paper instruments were cheap meant not only that they sold in greater 
numbers, but also that they could reach first time buyers — people who, knowing 
little about mathematics and instruments, would not have been likely to buy brass 
instruments or hire a tutor.

The point is that, no matter how much paper instruments may look like free stand-
ing, industrially manufactured instruments one could literally buy off the shelf, they 
were, in fact, objects entangled in a variety of relations.197 It is not clear, for instance, 
that all those who bought paper instruments could actually assemble them or, once 
assembled, could learn how to use them by reading a book. This means that at least 
some of these readers-buyers ended up in an instrument maker’s shop to have their 
paper instrument assembled, fixed, or perhaps upgraded to metal ones. It is equally 
likely that other readers ended up taking tutorials from mathematical practitioners 
whose names, perhaps, they picked up in instrument shops or bookstores. In sum, 
while one could view paper instruments almost as consumer commodities circulating 
in a modern-looking economy of multiples protected by intellectual property (even 
before patents had become commonly applied to instruments), they could also be 
seen as ‘cheap bait’ to attract buyers into a traditional, labour-intensive economy of 
artisanal and pedagogical services. 
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These tensions help to explain a genre of publications that would otherwise 
seem paradoxical from the point of view of intellectual property: the sixteenth- and 
seventeenth-century “usus et fabrica” books.198 Written by mathematical practitioners 
in England, Germany, France, and Italy, these books taught readers from a variety 
of socioprofessional groups the construction and use of instruments in great detail, 
and in a variety of languages. For example, John Palmer’s 1658 The Catholique 
planisphaere — a book on Gemma Frisius’s astrolabe — instructed readers eager to 
construct the instrument that “the Mater ... must be well-polished: but it may very 
well be made of a fair past-board, pasted on a Massie board: for thereon the Linea-
ments may be distinguished with inkes of several colours, which cannot be if it be 
made in metall”.199 The instructions remained detailed throughout the book: “Then 
with your Graver [a tool] you shall make there the shape of a Star”, or “The cutting 
of this Network [rete] requires much labour and care. Be sure you use no punches 
nor Chisils, nor adventure to stamp your figures, lest you spoile all. But get your 
Gravers Drils and Files....”200

Detailed descriptions like these are quite common in the genre, making it seem 
that the “usus et fabrica” books are out to defy assumptions about both artisanal 
secrecy and economic logic.201 While paper instruments books sold the devices they 
disclosed, the “usus and fabrica” books taught how to build instruments they did not 
even sell. And did so with a level of detail that exceeds both late eighteenth-century 
patent specification requirements as well as the conventions of ‘virtual witnessing’ of 
seventeenth-century natural philosophers.202 Clues to the specific economy in which 
these books circulated come from their tendency to inform the readers about where 
they can purchase the instruments whose construction and use they describe.203 Also 
telling is the fact that these authors rarely refer to themselves as the suppliers of these 
instruments, although they might occasionally offer their services as tutors to those 
readers who may not have fully grasped the “usus” part of the book.204 

For instance, Ottavio Fabri’s 1615 L’uso della squadra mobile mentions that the 
instrument (whose construction the book describes) can be competently made by 
Master Battista, the clockmaker in Venice’s Spaderia quarter, but also by Master 
Enea Sartis, son of Master Christopher.205 Similarly, Edward Worsop’s 1582 A dis-
coverie of sundrie errours and faults daily committed by lande-meaters... informs 
the readers that

Scales, compasses, and sundry sorts of Geometricall instruments in metal, are to 
be had in the house of Humphrey Cole, neere unto North dore of Paules, and at 
the house of John Bull at the Exchange gate: in wood at John Reade in Hosier 
Lane; at James Lockerson’s dwelling neer the Conduite at Dowe Gate, and at 
John Reynolds at Tower Hill.206

Typically, the author of a “usus et fabrica” book was a mathematical practitioner. 
While this figure is encountered (plus or minus some local traits) in most European 
countries after 1550, it has been studied in greater detail in England, where many of 
the “usus et fabrica” books were published. The wide range of professional activities 
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of the “mathematicalls” included managing technical projects, instrument design 
(but rarely construction), and teaching (either through books, lectures, or private 
classes).207 As shown by Turner and others, the demand for education in practical 
mathematics and instruments use grew among gentlemen in the late sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries.208 Some of the “mathematicalls” were gentlemen themselves 
(Digges or Blagrave are examples) while others styled their texts to make them (and 
their authors) palatable to upper-class audiences and students.209 For instance, one of 
these “usus et fabrica” books — Thomas Hood’s 1592 The use of both the globes, 
celestiall, and terrestriall — is staged as a dialogue between a polite mathematical 
practitioner and an equally polite student who wants to learn cosmography so as to 
be able to say the right things in the right places: 

My desire is to be instructed by you in the use of the Globe: and that so much 
the rather, because lately ... there have bin two Globes set forth, and for so much 
as they are now in the handes of many with whome I have to do, I would not be 
altogether ignorant in those matters.210

Writing about instruments one had not produced was a practice that went hand in hand 
with the near-gentlemanly image the mathematical practitioners wished to project. 

But while one could think that the “mathematicalls” were fashioning themselves 
as gentlemen at the expense of the instrument makers whose trade secrets they were 
so thoroughly disclosing, we have no evidence that the makers actually saw things 
that way. Practitioners and makers seemed to have developed a symbiotic (rather 
than adversarial) relationship. The former wrote about instruments, taught them, 
and made them more socially acceptable, while the latter made and sold them. Both 
practitioners and makers were trying to spread their small markets through publishing 
and teaching or by selling instruments, including cheap paper ones. 

The frequent inclusion of instrument makers’ names and addresses in the books 
authored by the “mathematicalls” should not be seen as a form of direct advertise-
ment, but rather as a modest attempt to expand the overall market.211 We should take 
seriously Worsop’s remark that “I have thought good to give advertisement hereof, 
because many who that would provide such things knowe not where to have them”.212 
Unable to find a supplier, potential buyers and students could have simply drifted away. 
And that would have been bad for both the “mathematicalls” and the makers. 

As we have seen, the case of paper instruments and globes has very intriguing 
intellectual property implications. But we should not put too modern a gloss on it, 
casting these instruments as copies of an authorial original protected by something 
like a “copyright”. Printing privileges did indeed protect the makers of paper instru-
ments and globes as well as the authors of the “usus et fabrica” books. But, in the 
end, both makers and mathematical practitioners made a living primarily from the 
labour, services, and the other products they bundled together with the prints of instru-
ments and globes, or with mathematical textbooks. That is why disclosure was not 
particularly damaging in “usus et fabrica” books and paper instruments alike.

Still, these arrangements may relate directly to intellectual property issues, though 
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not of the kind found in legal textbooks. The recent success of free software and 
open source models has shown that profitable knowledge-intensive businesses do 
not need to be rooted in the ownership of intellectual property. For instance, people 
may provide access to software without payment while earning a living by charging 
for assistance, maintenance, and documentation.213 This model seems to match some 
key elements of the economy of instrument makers and mathematical practitioners 
around 1600. Like open source code, the overwhelming majority of paper or metal 
instruments were not protected as intellectual property although they circulated in 
a commercial rather than non-academic environment. And like open source code, 
these instruments were copied, circulated, ‘patched’ and developed by a variety of 
practitioners. While it is true that instrument makers received income from making 
and selling instruments (unlike modern hackers who neither buy nor sell their 
code), intellectual property concerns were not central role in their businesses. The 
open source model fits the mathematical practitioners even better: they designed 
instruments but made a living by publishing and teaching their operations, that is, 
by assisting their users.

MAKING A LIVING V. PROTECTING PROPERTY

It seems that today the notion of “making a living” or “having a career” in knowledge-
based fields is becoming increasingly equated to the protection and development of 
one’s intellectual property. This view is often internalized by historians of science 
and technology who then tend to ask what tools for the protection of intellectual 
property were available to the historical actors. Some of the questions asked in this 
essay, I admit, do not escape that kind of anachronism. 

But it is one thing to start with an anachronistic question, and another to end up 
with anachronistic conclusions. Perspectives grounded in contemporary notions of 
intellectual property seem to apply reasonably well to late eighteenth-century sce-
narios that, at least in England, already bear a family resemblance to modern contexts: 
instruments were produced in a semi-industrial fashion, instruments were patented, 
patents were used as business tools, patents were litigated, etc. But the complexities of 
earlier scenarios, the peculiar logic of the privilege system, and especially the evidence 
provided by the “usus et fabrica” books and the production of paper instruments and 
globes shows that, in these contexts, ‘intellectual property’ can be invoked only as 
a short-hand designator, not a legal doctrine. Depending on their uses and material 
features, instruments were entangled in so many different economies that it would 
seem hopeless to try to fit them within one specific intellectual property framework. 
If, as legal scholars teach us, property is a “bundle of rights”, it would take a very 
large bundle to hold together all the ways in which instruments were protected in early 
modern Europe. The evidence, I believe, also shows that the traditional distinction 
between secrecy and openness, between philosophical and artisanal ethos needs to 
become substantially more nuanced to be able effectively to describe the movement 
of instruments and knowledge about instruments. 

The search for evidence about the patenting of instruments has been rewarding 
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by forcing questions not only about what makers did when they patented, but also 
about what they did when they did not patent. Even more importantly, tracing such 
questions has ended up uncovering what early modern patents were not. It is not 
that early patents were basically like modern patents except that early patentees had 
a tendency to be foreigners. The difference is substantially more radical: privileges 
were primarily aimed at establishing manufactures or making machines and skilled 
bodies move across geographical and political boundaries, but not about protecting 
intellectual property rights vested in an author.

Thinking of the intellectual property features of early modern instruments by 
placing them on the continuum between the ‘book pole’ and the ‘machine pole’ is, 
I think, also heuristically useful. But such a spectrum should not be recoded as a 
trajectory or, worse, as a progressive path toward the ‘machine pole’ leading to the 
inevitable widespread patenting of instruments. While some of the evidence about 
early modern instrument making resonates with standard narratives about the indus-
trial revolution — larger non-local markets, bigger workshops, increased division 
of labour, capital investments, and patenting — such analogies may be shallower or 
more limited than they seem. Most of trends discussed here, in fact, have to do with 
the material features of specific instruments, their markets, mobility, and reproduc-
ibility in certain places at certain times. It is by no means automatic to recast such 
trends as a chapter in the industrial revolution. For instance, it is worth asking what 
scenarios would have come into being had the determination of the longitude not 
been the crucial international commercial and military problem it was, and had it 
not created such a large market for certain kinds of instruments. Quite possibly, the 
history of early modern instrument patenting might have looked like little more than 
the history of eighteenth-century clock and watch patenting in England.

This essay opened with a question concerning the changing nature of the credit 
attached to instrument making and design — its oscillations between credit systems 
based on priority and publication (rewarded with philosophical credit), and those 
based on the exchange of objects or labour for money. Several pages later, we see 
that not only did instruments move back and forth between these two credit sys-
tems, but they also moved, materially and legally, between categories of books and 
machines as well as across the boundaries we now place between copyrights and 
patents. Instruments were not so much the well-delineated objects contemplated by 
intellectual property law, but rather moving nodes in networks of relations among 
makers, designers, users, collectors, and teachers. I find no good reason to believe 
that things have changed much since then. 
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